FIXED IR DOME CAMERA

TK-C2301WPRU

INSTRUCTIONS

(For USA and Canada)

TK-C2301WPRE

(For Europe)

For Customer Use of TK-C2301WPRU :
Enter below the Serial No. which is located
on the body. Retain this information for future
reference.
Model No.
Serial No.

TK-C2301WPRU

LST1406-001A

Introduction

.

Safety Precautions

FOR USA

These are general IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS and certain items
may not apply to all appliances.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
1. Read all of these instructions.
2. Save these instructions for later use.
3. All warnings on the product and in the operating instructions should
be adhered to.
4. Unplug this appliance system from the wall outlet before cleaning.
Do not use liquid cleaners or aerosol cleaners. Use a damp cloth
for cleaning.
5. Do not use attachments not recommended by the appliance
manufacturer as they may cause hazards.
6. Do not use this appliance near water - for example, near a bathtub,
washbowl, kitchen sink, or laundry tub, in a wet basement, or near
a swimming pool, etc.
PORTABLE CART WARNING
7. Do not place this appliance on an unstable cart,
(symbol provided by RETAC)
stand, or table. The appliance may fall, causing
serious injury to a child or adult, and serious
damage to the appliance. Use only with a cart or
stand recommended by the manufacturer, or sold
with the appliance. Wall or shelf mounting should
follow the manufacturer’s instructions, and should
S3125A
use a mounting kit approved by the manufacturer.
An appliance and cart combination should be moved with care.
Quick stops, excessive force, and uneven surfaces may cause
the appliance and cart combination to overturn.
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8. Slots and openings in the cabinet and the back or bottom are
provided for ventilation, and to insure reliable operation of the
appliance and to protect it from overheating, these openings must
not be blocked or covered. The openings should never be blocked
by placing the appliance on a bed, sofa, rug, or other similar
surface. This appliance should never be placed near or over
a radiator or heat register. This appliance should not be placed in
a built-in installation such as a bookcase unless proper ventilation
is provided.
9. This appliance should be operated only from the type of power
source indicated on the marking label. If you are not sure of the
type of power supplied to your home, consult your dealer or local
power company. For appliance designed to operate from battery
power, refer to the operating instructions.
10. For added protection for this product during a lightning storm, or
when it is left unattended and unused for long periods of time,
unplug it from the wall outlet and disconnect the antenna or cable
system. This will prevent damage to the product due to lightning
and power-line surges.
11. Do not allow anything to rest on the power cord. Do not locate this
appliance where the cord will be abused by persons walking on it.
12. Follow all warnings and instructions marked on the appliance.
13. Do not overload wall outlets and extension cords as this can result
in fire or electric shock.
14. Never push objects of any kind into this appliance through
cabinet slots as they may touch dangerous voltage points or
short out parts that could result in a fire or electric shock. Never
spill liquid of any kind on the appliance.

.

15. Do not attempt to service this appliance yourself as opening or
removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltage or other
hazards. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel.

<Continued on the following page>
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Safety Precautions (Continued)
16. Unplug this appliance from the wall outlet and refer servicing to
qualified service personnel under the following conditions:
a. When the power cord or plug is damaged or frayed.
b. If liquid has been spilled into the appliance.
c. If the appliance has been exposed to rain or water.
d. If the appliance does not operate normally by following the
operating instructions. Adjust only those controls that are
covered by the operating instructions as improper adjustment
of other controls may result in damage and will often require
extensive work by a qualified technician to restore the
appliance to normal operation.
e. If the appliance has been dropped or the cabinet has been
damaged.
f. When the appliance exhibits a distinct change in performance
- this indicates a need for service.

.

17. When replacement parts are required, be sure the service
technician has used replacement parts specified by the
manufacturer that have the same characteristics as the original
part. Unauthorized substitutions may result in fire, electric shock
or other hazards.
18. Upon completion of any service or repairs to this appliance, ask
the service technician to perform routine safety checks to
determine that the appliance is in safe operating condition.
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FOR USA AND CANADA

The lightning flash wish arrowhead symbol, within an
equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to the
presence of uninsulated "dangerous voltage" within
the product's enclosure that age" within the product's
enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to
constitute a risk of electric shock to persons.
The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is
intended to alert the user to the presence of important
operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions in
the literature accompanying the appliance.
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Safety Precautions (Continued)

Information for USA

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits
for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against
harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment
generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause
harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.
If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or
television reception, which can be determined by turning the
equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct
the interference by one or more of the following measures:
Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from
that to which the receiver is connected.
Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

CAUTION
CHANGES OR MODIFICATIONS NOT APPROVED BY
JVC KENWOOD Corporation COULD VOID USER'S AUTHORITY
TO OPERATE THE EQUIPMENT.
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is
subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause
harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

INFORMATION (FOR CANADA)
RENSEIGNEMENT (POUR CANADA)
This Class B digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.
Cet appareil numérique de la classe B est conforme à la norme
NMB-003 du Canada.
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FOR EUROPE
CAUTION
To prevent electric shock, do not open the cabinet.
No user serviceable parts inside. Refer servicing to qualified service
personnel.
Dear Customer
This apparatusis in conformance with the valid European directives
and standards regarding electromagnetic compatibility and electrical
safety.
European representative of JVC KENWOOD Corporation is:
JVC Technical Services Europe GmbH
Postfach 10 05 04
61145 Friedberg
Germany
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Safety Precautions (Continued)

Information for Users on Disposal of Old Equipment
[European Union]
This symbol indicates that the electrical and electronic
equipment should not be disposed as general
household waste at its end-of-life.
Instead, the product should be handed over to
the applicable collection point for the recycling of
electrical and electronic equipment for proper
treatment, recovery and recycling in accordance with
your national legislation.
By disposing of this product correctly, you will help to
Attention:
conserve natural resources and will help prevent
This symbol is potential negative effects on the environment and
only valid in
human health which could otherwise be caused by
the European inappropriate waste handling of this product.
Union.
For more information about collection point and
recycling of this product, please contact your local
municipal office, your household waste disposal
service or the shop where you purchased the product.
Penalties may be applicable for incorrect disposal of
this waste, in accordance with national legislation.

(Business users)
If you wish to dispose of this product, please visit our web page
http://www.jvc.eu to obtain information about the take-back of the
product.

[Other Countries outside the European Union]

.

If you wish to dispose of this product, please do so in accordance with
applicable national legislation or other rules in your country for the
treatment of old electrical and electronic equipment.
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(For USA and Europe)
v
The unit is to be powered by a DC 12 V or an AC 24 V power supply.
v
The unit is to be powered by a UL Listed DC 12 V or an AC 24 V
power supply. (For USA)
v
The AC 24 V and 12 V DC power supply shall conform to the
following: Class 2 only (For USA), Isolated power supply only (For
Europe).

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

This installation should be made by a qualified service person and
should conform to all local codes.
This installation shall be in accordance with the National Electrical
Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.
Any Mention in this manual of Alarm inputs have not been evaluated
by UL to be used for Burglar Alarm Functionality.
Special technique is required when installing this product. Please
refer to your dealer for installation.
Rating label is pasted on of the camera unit.
JVC KENWOOD Corporation is not liable for any compensation if you
drop the camera due to insecure mounting by not following the
installation description. Pay careful attention during installation.
When mounting this product to a ceiling or wall, select a location
strong enough to support the weight of this camera. If the location is
not strong enough to support the weight, be sure to reinforce the
ceiling or wall before installation.
The camera may drop if the mounting screws are not tightened
securely. Check that the screws are tightened appropriately and
securely.
Do not install the camera near lighting fixtures of high temperature,
such as spot lights. It might result in failure or fires.
Do not step on or hang on the camera. Doing so may cause the
camera to fall, and break, which would cause injuries.
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Thank you for purchasing this product.
Before use, please read this “INSTRUCTIONS” and the information
materials included to ensure proper use of this product.
The instructions in this manual are for TK-C2301WPRU and TKC2301WPRE.
TK-C2301WPRE is not evaluated by UL.

Features
v

v

v

v

v

v

Built in high reliability IR LED
DAY/NIGHT surveillance with auto IR cut filter on/off (Color/Black and
White shooting)
3D noise reduction (3DNR)
4 areas privacy mask
Built-in display mode (CRT or LCD selectable)
Outdoor-ready vandal and tamper resistant structure (complies with
IP66)
How to read this manual
Conventions and symbols
Note : Indicates operating precautions.
Memo : Indicates reference data regarding limitations on
functions, usage and the like.
: Indicates a reference page or item.
Contents of this manual
v
JVC KENWOOD Corporation holds the copyright to this manual.
Any part or all of this manual may not be reproduced without prior
consent from the company.
v
Product names of other companies described in this manual are
trademarks or registered trademarks of the respective companies.
Symbols such as E, T, and © are omitted in this manual.
v
Design, specifications and other contents described in this manual
are subject to change for improvements without prior notice.
A
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Operating Precautions
m
v

v

v

v

v

m
v

v

v

m
v

Storage and Location of Use
Do not install the camera in the following places.
- In a place with vapor or oil, for example in a kitchen.
- When the ambient temperature rises above or falls below the
acceptable range (from -10 f to 50 f)
- In a place at which corrosive gases are emitted.
- Near a source of radiation, X-rays, strong radio waves or
magnetism.
- In a place, such as vehicle installation, which is subject to vibration.
- In a place with excessive dirt.
Using this unit in the vicinity of the transmitting antenna of a radio or
TV, devices that emit strong electromagnetic waves such as a
transformer or motor, or wireless devices such as a transceiver or
mobile phone may give rise to noises in the image and changes in its
color.
Do not install in an environment where there is cold air or near the air
outlet of an air conditioner. The dome cover may become foggy as a
result of sudden temperature changes.
Set up this unit with the height of 16 m or lower.
Though this camera is IP66 compliant, there is no guarantee against
water seepage under any circumstances. (IP66 evaluation was not
conducted by UL.)
Maintenance
Clean the dome cover lens using a lens wiper cloth (or a tissue). For
tough stains, wipe with a neutral detergent diluted with water,
followed by wiping with a dry cloth. Do not use benzene or thinner to
wipe the camera. Doing so may melt the surface or cause it to fog.
Replace the IR LED unit every 3 years if it is used for 8 hours per
day.
Replace the silica gel every 2 years.
Energy Conservation
When the camera is not in use for a long time, turn off the power for
safety and energy conservation reasons.
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m
v

v

v

m
v

m
v

v

v

Copyright Protection
With the exception of the user being the copyright holder or when
permission such as for duplication has been granted by the copyright
holder, permission is required in principle for the duplication,
modification, or transmission of copyrighted material.
Unauthorized duplication, modification, or transmission of copyrighted
material may constitute a copyright infringement, and the user may
be liable to compensate for any damages. When using copyrighted
material, be sure to check the license agreement of the copyrighted
material thoroughly.
When rights or rights holders are involved with regard to the targeted
duplicating subject, permission may be required for shooting or using
(processing) it. Be sure to check the licensing conditions thoroughly.
Disclaimer
We will not be responsible for any inconveniences or disturbances
caused in the event of privacy invasion as a result of camera
footages of this product.
Others
When using this camera with [AGC] set to “MID” or “HIGH”, the
sensitivity increases automatically for dark images and the screen
may appear grainy, but this is not a malfunction.
If the DAY & NIGHT selector switch is turned to “AUTO”, the mode
changes automatically to black and white in dark places. As the
sensitivity level is increased in this case, the screen may appear
grainy and more white spots may appear. When switching between
modes, the brighter area on the screen is emphasized and visibility
may be reduced. However, this is not a malfunction.
When shooting an extremely bright object (e.g. lamp), the image on
the screen may have white vertical tailings (smear) or expansion
(blooming) may appear around it. This is a characteristic of the CCD
and not a malfunction.
<Continued on the following page>
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Operating Precautions (Continued)
v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

When the white balance of this camera is set to “ATW-N” or “ATW-W”
and depending on the conditions of the object, the color tone may
differ slightly from the actual color due to the principle of the
automatic tracking white balance circuit. This is not a malfunction.
When this camera is used under high temperatures, vertical stripes
may appear on the screen. This is a characteristic of the CCD and
not a malfunction.
When this camera is moved from a cold to warm place, condensation
may occur and the camera may not work. In this case, leave the
camera under room temperature for about one hour before turning on
the power.
When the power supply voltage is momentarily disrupted or drops
due to lightning, turning on the air-conditioner or the like, image
distortion or noise may occur.
When the power supply voltage of the camera drops, the input
protection circuit inside the camera operates, and the camera may be
turned off. Make use of a voltage rating within ±10 % for the camera’s
power supply voltage.
This unit enlarges the rotation angle to support wide range set up.
When the zoom of the lens is set to WIDE end and the tilt angle is set
around ±80°, a part of this camera appears in the image depending
on the rotation angle. In this case, adjust the image angle if
necessary. (A page 35)
To prevent fogging resulting from temperature changes, be sure to
insert the silica gel at the location specified. (A page 26)
The 3D noise reduction function of this camera may result in
afterimage of a moving subject. Afterimage is more likely to occur
when using the camera with [DNR LEVEL] set to “HIGH”. This is not
a malfunction.
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Name of Parts
Camera

F
A

K

.

B
C
D
E

G,H
I
J

A Mounting Hole x 2
(A page 24)
B Fall Prevention Wire
Mounting Screw
(A page 24)
C Conduit Plug / Hole (side)
(A page 32)
D Dome Cover
(A page 23)
E Inner Dome
(A page 23)
F Video signal output
connector (BNC), Protection
Cover
(A page 18, 25)
G Power Supply Cable
(A page 20, 25)
Memo
v

To mount a heater (optional:
KA-ZH215U) to this unit, make

sure to connect to an AC 24 V
supply during use.
v
The AC 24 V power supply
should conform to the following:
U-type: UL Listed Class 2 power
supply only, Class 2 not wet and
Class 3 wet wiring.
E-type: Isolated power supply
only
v
For inquiries on the heater,
consult your nearby JVC dealer.
H Alarm Cable
(A page 18, 19, 25)
I Hole for Connecting Cables,
Conduit Hole
(A page 31)
J Base
(A page 30)
K Dome Cover Fastening Screw
x3
(A page 23)
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Name of Parts (Continued)
Camera (Interior)
The dome cover and inner dome are removed.

J
DIPSW
D/N AUTO 1
OFF
BLC OFF 2
ON
MONITOR LCD 3
CRT
TYPE NOT USED 4

F ADJ
MENU

M
N
O
P
Q
R

SET

MONITOR

.

H
I

F ADJ

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

L

SEE INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

K

A Gear for Focus Adjustment
(A page 36)
B Zoom Adjustment Ring
(A page 36)
C Rotation Knob
(A page 35)
D Fall Prevention Wire (To
prevent the dome cover from
dropping)
(A page 23)
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E Camera Unit Fastening Screw
x2
(A page 30)
F Space for Inserting Heater
When mounting the heater
(optional: KA-ZH215U), read the
instruction manual of the heater
before mounting.

Introduction
G Power Supply Connector for
Heater
For connecting to the power
supply connector of the heater.
H Tilt Fastening Screw x 2
(A page 35)
I [MONITOR] Terminal (RCA
pin)
(A page 34)
J Lug Plate
(A page 26)
K Space for Inserting Silica Gel
(A page 26)
L Shooting Direction Mark
(A page 35)

M Pan Center Mark
(A page 35)
N Rotation Center Mark
(A page 35)
O Function Selection Switches
(A page 22)
P [MENU] Button
Display the menu screen.
Q Status Indication Lamp
Lights up when the power is
turned on.
R [J, K, H, I] / [SET] Button
This allows user to select menu
screens and change or confirm
settings.
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About Connection Cables
The maximum connection distance varies with the type of cable used.
v
Be sure to turn off the power of devices before connecting cables.
To video signal cable
To power supply cables

.

To alarm cables

m

Identification of cables
Type

Color

Name of the Signals

Power Supply Cables

Red

DC12V +/AC24V A

Power Supply Cables

Black

DC12V -/AC24V B

Alarm Cables

Yellow

AUX(IN/OUT)

Alarm Cables

Gray

AUX GND (exclusive use for
AUX signal)

Memo

v

Connect to AC 24 V power supply if using the heater
(optional: KA-ZH215U).

Video signal cable (coaxial cable)
Connect a 75K coaxial cable (BNC) such as RG-59 or equivalent to the
video signal output connecter (BNC).
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Connecting the Alarm Input/Output Cables
Menu settings may be required depending on the connected equipment.
(Refer to [AUX FUNCTION](A page 54).
The default setting has been set to alarm input (IN:ALARM).
m Alarm input terminal
Connect the infrared sensor, door sensor, metal sensor, manual switch
sensor and the like.
v
To prevent noise from entering the internal circuit, supply non-voltage
setting signal to the alarm input signal.
v
Do not supply voltage.
v
Using the menu, you can select whether to set to alarm when the
contact is short (MAKE), or when the contact is open (BREAK).
v
Supply such that the alarm signal stays at a minimum of 200 ms or
more. Otherwise, the alarm signal may not be recognized.

AUX(IN)

* Please use a shielded
cable.

.

GND

Alarm output terminal
Connect to alarm devices such as alarm, indicator, light or buzzer.
v
The alarm output signal is open collector output and turns ON during
an alarm. (Maximum voltage 16 V, current 30 mA)
v
This terminal has a polarity. Make sure to connect such that a higher
voltage is output from the + terminal than from the - terminal.
Otherwise, it will result in damages.
m

100K

AUX(OUT)

.

GND
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About Connection Cables (Continued)
DC 12 V or AC 24 V power supply cable
Connect the power cord to the DC 12 V or the AC 24 V power supply.
The unit is to be powered by a UL Listed Class 2 power supply only.
(For USA and Canada)
The AC 24 V and DC 12 V power supply shall conform to the following:
UL Listed Class 2 power supply only,
Class 2 not wet and Class 3 wet wiring (For USA)
Isolated power supply only (For Europe)
This installation shall be in accordance with the National Electrical
Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.
The following table shows the connection distances when 2-core VVF
(vinyl-insulated vinyl sheath cables) are used. (Reference value)
Conductor
diameter

Maximum
connection
distance: DC 12 V
(not using heater)

Maximum
connection
distance: AC 24 V
(not using heater)

Maximum
connection
distance: AC 24 V
(using heater)

Φ 1.0 mm
(AWG 18)

50 m (160 ft)

130 m (420 ft)

40 m (130 ft)

Φ 1.6 mm
(AWG 14)

140 m (450 ft)

350 m (1100 ft)

120 m (390 ft)

Φ 2.0 mm
(AWG 12)

220 m (720 ft)

550 m (1800 ft)

180 m (590 ft)
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Note

v

v

v

v

v

If thin cables are used, the resistance of the cables will be
high and a significant voltage drop will occur when the
camera is at its maximum power consumption. Either use a
thick cable with low resistance or place the power supply
near to the camera and shorten the length of the cable to
restrict the voltage drop at the rated current of camera to
below 10 %. If voltage drop occurs during operation, the
performance will be unstable.
Do not connect the AC 24 V cable to commercial power
supply. If it is connected by mistake, the internal circuit may
be damaged. Do not use the camera and make sure to send
it to the nearest JVC dealer for inspection.
Do not connect DC 12 V and AC 24 V cables at the same
time.
When connecting the DC 12 V cables, ensure that the
polarities are correct.
Color of the cables red: +12 V, black: GND
When using a DC 12 V power supply, ensure that the
polarities of the cable are correct.
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Setting the Switches
Before mounting the camera, set the function setting switches on the
camera.
To set the switches, use a fine-tipped screwdriver.
DIP switch settings chart
1

D/N
BLC
3 MONITOR
TYPE
4
WIDE-D
2

AUTO OFF
OFF ON
LCD CRT
OFF

ON

Function selection switches
.

1 [D/N AUTO/OFF]DAY & NIGHT Selector Switch
Set this to “AUTO” when shooting a subject with continually changing
brightness (day/night). The image switches to color when the subject is
bright, and black and white when it is dark. The image is set to color at
all times when “OFF” is selected.
(Default setting: AUTO)
Memo You can set the image to black and white at all times using the
menu.
2 [BLC OFF/ON] Backlight Compensation Selector Switch
Set this to “ON” when shooting in backlight. The subject becomes
easier to see as brightness is adjusted according to the photometry
area set in [BLC AREA] of the menu.
(Default setting: OFF)
Memo Refer to [BLC AREA](A page 47).
3 [MONITOR TYPE LCD/CRT] Monitor Type Selector Switch
Set this to “LCD” or “CRT” according to the monitor in use.
(Default setting: LCD)
Memo Refer to [LCD TYPE](A page 49).
4 [WIDE-D OFF/ON] WIDE-D Selector Switch
When this is set to “ON”, subjects with a high contrast can be seen
clearly and naturally.
(Default setting: OFF)
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Mounting the Camera
Selecting a mounting method
v
Mounting the camera directly to the ceiling or on the wall (Refer to
below)
v
Mounting the Camera Using the Conduit Hole at the Bottom of the
Base (A page 30)
v
Mounting the Camera Using the Conduit Hole at the Side of the Base
(A page 32)
v
Mounting the Camera using the Electrical Box (A page 33)
Memo When mounting the camera to the ceiling, ensure to wear
safety glasses to protect the eye from any falling objects.
Mounting the camera directly to the ceiling or on the wall
When mounting to a wall, replace areas indicated as “ceiling” in the
procedures by “wall”.
m Preparing the camera
1 Remove the dome cover (screws x3)
2 Remove the inner dome from the catches (two locations)
The inner dome can be easily removed by turning it about 45 degree
and grip from both sides near the catches as illustrated in the diagram.

1

Dome cover
Wrench (supplied)

2

Inner dome
Catches (x2)

.

Fall prevention wire
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Mounting the Camera (Continued)
Mounting the Camera Unit
1 Make a hole (Φ30 mm) in the ceiling using the template
provided
2 Mount the fall prevention wire for connecting the camera unit to
the ceiling
The fall prevention wire is not provided. Prepare a wire, taking into due
consideration the length, strength, pull and material (insulating).
① Remove the Fall Prevention Wire Mounting Screw on the bottom
of the camera unit to mount the fall prevention wire.
② Mount the fall prevention wire at a structurally strong location.
3 Mount the camera unit to the ceiling
Pull the cables from the ceiling and camera towards the lens as
illustrated in the diagram, align the (ñ) mark to the shooting direction
and mount the camera to the ceiling. Align the (ñ) mark upwards when
mounting the camera on the wall.
.

m

Camera unit

1

Φ30 mm

Fall prevention wire
(not supplied)

2

8 mm
2 mm

Fall prevention
wire

6 mm and below
Φ12 mm and below
Shooting
direction mark

Note
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3 Φ4 mm x2 (not supplied)

Φ4.1 - Φ6.5 mm

The screws for mounting the camera are not provided. Use a
suitable type of screws according to the material of the
mounting location.

Installation
m Connecting the cable
For safety reasons, turn on the power only after all the connection is
complete. The status indicator lights up when the camera is turned on.
1 Connect the coaxial cable (A page 18)
Lower the protection cover and connect the connectors.
Upon connecting, restore the protection cover to cover the connectors.
This will isolate and protect the metallic parts of the connectors.
2 Connect the power supply cable (A page 20)
3 Wrap insulation tapes around the connecting parts of the power
supply cables
Memo Wrapping insulation tapes will improve future work conditions,
as well as reduce penetration by noise and other objects.
4 Wrap the insulation tape
5 Push the connector of the connected coaxial cable back to the
ceiling

3 Solder or caulk
2
1
Protection
cover

Insulating tape

4 Bind insulating tape
Power supply cable / Alarm cable

.

Coaxial cable
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Mounting the Camera (Continued)
Process after connection
Fill the conduit hole and mounting holes with sealing agent and insert
the silica gel.
1 Fill the conduit hole and the screw mounted holes (2 locations)
with sealing agent (GE silicon)
Note Seal the holes completely. Failure to do so may cause water or
moisture to enter, thereby fogging the lens and dome cover.
2 Remove the silica gel (provided) from its bag and insert in the
position as shown in the diagram

m

1

2

Sealing material
* This illustration is
for the purpose of
explanation.The
camera unit is not
shown here.

Lug plate
* Secure the silica
gel with the lug
plate such that it
will not drop.

.

Silica gel
Silica gel insertion space

Note

v

v

v
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When mounting the camera under raining conditions, make
sure that rain does not enter into the camera.
Be sure to use the silica gel provided. Failure to do so may
fog up the camera lens and dome cover.
If you are not adjusting the camera angle soon after
mounting the camera, insert the silica gel (provided) only
after adjustment. Prolonged exposure to air will make the
silica gel (provided) less effective.

Installation
m Adjusting images
After mounting is completed, adjust the images while checking the
actual image. (A page 34)

.

m Mounting the Dome Cover
Attach the dome cover back when all settings are finished.
1 Mount the inner dome
Mount the inner dome in a way that supports the tilt direction of the
lens.
Insert the inner depression of the inner dome into the protruding parts
beside the fastening screw. Push it in until it is fixed by the catches (2
locations).

Protruding part

Catches
(x2)
Inner depression

Inner dome

<Continued on the following page>
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Mounting the Camera (Continued)
Memo

v

To use the camera with more than 45° tilt, tilt the inner dome
and mount/dismount the inner dome by avoid contacting the
light shielding cushion.

Inner dome
.

Light shielding cushion
v

To use the camera while rotating with more than 45° tilt, attach the
provided sheet (black) to the inside of the dome cover, as illustrated
below. Attach the sheet to even out the step inside of the dome
cover.
Without attaching the sheet, the images may look white due to
reflection of infrared light.
Sheet (black)

Sheet
(black)

.

Example)
Recording (lens)
direction
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2 Mount the dome cover
① Clean the dust and dirt on the dome cover.
② Align the position marks (3 locations) on the camera unit and
dome cover, followed by pressing in directly to mount the cover.
③ Tighten the dome cover fastening screw.
Position alignment
mark (x3)

Dome cover

.

Dome cover protective sheet

Note

v

v

v

v

Ensure that the silica gel (provided) has been inserted
before mounting the dome cover.
Be sure to secure the dome cover firmly. If it is not firmly
secured, the cover can drop or the humidity inside the
camera can increase and fog up the interior of the cover.
When the cover is removed again after mounting the dome
cover, the field angle may changed. If the field angle is
changed, re-adjust the focus and the field angle.
Ensure that the fall prevention wire of the dome cover is not
caught between the dome cover and the base. Failure to do
so may prevent the dustproof and rainproof functions from
working properly.
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Mounting the Camera (Continued)
Mounting the Camera Using the Conduit Hole at the Bottom of the
Base
Conduit hole: G3/4-14 UNC (TK-C2301WPRU), M25 (TK-C2301WPRE)
1 Remove the dome cover and inner dome (A page 23)
2 Remove the camera unit from the base and mount the fall
prevention wire to the camera unit
① Loosen the camera unit fastening screw (2 locations) with a
screwdriver.
② Press the catch (2 locations) inwards and remove the camera from
the base.
③ Remove the fall prevention wire fastening screw on the base to
mount the fall prevention wire. (The fall prevention wire is not
provided.)

1

Catches (x2)

2
2

1

1

2
E
AS
LE
RE

Camera unit

.

Base
3 Wind the sealing tape
Wind the sealing tape around the pipe junction (where the conduit hole
thread lines with the pipe screw hole) two or more times.
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4 Mount the base to the pipe
Turn and screw the base unit to the pipe in the clockwise direction.
Note When screwing the pipe, do not screw beyond 12 mm. Doing
so can damage the camera interior.
5 Secure the base unit to the ceiling
Use the M4 screw (x2) to secure the base firmly to the ceiling.
Note v Make sure there is no gap between the ceiling and the base.
v
The M4 screws are not provided. Use a suitable type of
screws according to the material of the mounting location.
6 Mount the fall prevention wire to a structurally strong location

3

12 mm and below

6

Sealing tape

4

Fall prevention wire
8 mm
2 mm

M4 screw

.

5

7 Connect the cables (A page 25)
Push the connector of the connected coaxial cable back to the pipe.
8 Mount the camera unit to the base
① Push in until the catch (2 locations) snaps on.
Note Make sure that the cables and the fall prevention cable
are not caught between the camera and the base during
mounting.
② Fasten the camera unit fastening screw (2 locations) to secure the
camera.
9 The procedures for the following are the same as that for normal
camera mounting
- Process after connection (A page 26)
- Adjusting images (A page 34)
- Mounting the dome cover (A page 27)
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Mounting the Camera (Continued)
Mounting the Camera Using the Conduit Hole at the Side of the
Base
If the camera cannot be mounted directly to the ceiling, use the conduit
hole at the side of the base to mount the camera to the pipe.
Conduit hole: G3/4-14 UNC (TK-C2301WPRU), M25 (TK-C2301WPRE)
1 Remove the dome cover and inner dome (A page 23)
2 Remove the camera unit from the base and mount the fall
prevention wire to the camera unit
Refer to "Mounting the Camera Using the Conduit Hole at the Bottom of
the Base" (A page 30) step 2.
3 Wind the sealing tape
Wind the sealing tape around the pipe junction (where the conduit hole
thread lines with the pipe screw hole) two or more times.
4 Remove the conduit plug from the base
Loosen the mounting screw (M3 x 6 mm) using a flathead screwdriver
and remove the conduit plug at the side of the base.
5 Mount the conduit plug that was removed to the conduit hole at
the bottom of the base
6 Mount the base to the pipe
Screw the pipe to the conduit hole at the side of the base.
Note When screwing the pipe, do not screw beyond 12 mm. Doing
so can damage the camera interior.
Conduit plug
3

Sealing tape

4

5

6
.

Mounting screw
7 Refer to "Mounting the Camera Using the Conduit Hole at the
Bottom of the Base" (A page 30) step 6 to 9
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Mounting the Camera using the Electrical Box
1 Remove the dome cover and inner dome (A page 23)
2 Mount the camera unit to the electrical box
Mount the camera unit to the electrical box using the mounting hole (2
locations) with the M4 screw (2 pieces).
Memo The screws are not provided.

4 Inch square
electrical box

.

M4 Screw
3 The procedures for the following are the same as that for normal
camera mounting
- Connecting the cable (A page 25)
- Process after connection (A page 26)
- Adjusting images (A page 34)
- Mounting the dome cover (A page 27)
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Adjusting Image
After mounting the camera, adjust the images while looking at the
actual image.
Discharge the static electricity from your body by touching the metallic
part of the monitor terminal before handling the camera as static
electricity may cause the camera to malfunction.
1 Mount the monitor
Connect the monitor terminal of this camera to a monitor to adjust the
camera’s shooting direction, image and focus.
2 Turn on the camera

Monitor terminal

75K terminal

.

Monitor
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3 Adjust the shooting direction of the camera
Adjust the camera for pan, tilt and rotation, and face the camera
towards the subject.
Pan: ±175 °

Tilt fastening screw
Tilt: ±80 °

F ADJ

MENU

1

Rotation: ±100 °

Shooting direction
mark
Pan center mark
Rotation center mark

.

Rotation knob (x2)

Memo

v

v

v

Rotate both pan ±175 ° and rotation ±100 ° from the
positions aligned with the camera’s shooting direction mark,
pan center mark and rotation center mark. Be sure to hold
the rotation knob and adjust the rotation without holding the
lens unit.
Loosen the tilt fastening screw before performing tilt
adjustment.
After adjusting the field angle, tighten and secure the tilt
fastening screw so that the field angle will not be misaligned.
<Continued on the following page>
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Adjusting Image (Continued)
Note

v

v

v

Moving the camera beyond its adjustable range may
deteriorate the performance of this camera.
As this camera has a wide tilt/rotation range, a part of this
camera may appear on the screen depending on the field
angle and direction.
Do not hold the lens unit when adjusting the camera
direction. Applying force on the lens unit may damage it.

4 Adjust the image size
Loosen the fastening screw for the zoom adjustment ring and move the
ring to the left/right to adjust the image size. After adjustment is
complete, fasten the screw.
Zoom adjustment ring

.

Gear for focus adjustment
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5 Fine adjust the focus
① Press and hold the [J] button.
v
Focus adjust mode will be activated and “FOCUS ADJUST MODE”
is displayed on the monitor screen.
v
The contours are emphasized as the iris opens and the depth of
field becomes shallow.
v
After adjustment, press [ K, H, I] / [SET]/[MENU] to exit focus
adjust mode. The mode is also automatically deactivated after
about 30 seconds.
During the focus adjust mode, the electronic shutter will
function automatically. As a result the screen will
appear grainy. This is not a malfunction.
② Shoot the subject.
③ Confirm that the catch is at position A in the diagram, and then
rotate the knob to adjust the focus to the optimum position.
④ Rotate the gear for focus adjustment knob approximately one gear
tooth in the direction of the arrow in the diagram to correct the
focus shift when mounting the dome cover.
⑤ Peel off the protection sheet temporarily and cover the dome cover
to check the focus. After checking, paste the protection sheet back
on the dome cover.
v

.

Memo

Knob

Catch
A

Gear tooth
<IR LED removed>
<Continued on the following page>
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Adjusting Image (Continued)
Note

v

v

v

When rotating the camera with more than 65° tilt, IR LED
may be hidden by the camera, making the irradiation
distance shorter.
When the image size is set to wide end, part of the camera
unit may be recorded at the most tilted point. At this point,
the camera unit may look white due to reflection of infrared
light. Adjust the tilt so that the camera unit won't be
captured.
Below conditions may cause malfunctions. Adjust view angle
and [AUTO LEVEL] in the menu setting, etc. in case of
malfunctions:
- when the sensor part is hidden
- when the sensor part is exposed to strong light
- when brightness of the subject and the sensor part differ
drastically.

.

Sensor part
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Checking after Operation
A light shielding cushion is attached to the lens so that the lens is not
exposed to infrared light directly. After adjustment, when attaching the
dome cover and the lens cover, make sure that the light shielding
cushion is attached correctly with the taper (tilted) side facing up (refer
to the figure below).
If the light shielding cushion is not attached correctly or deformed,
infrared light reaches to the lens, causing the recorded images to look
shiny white.
Light shiedling cushion

Taper (tilted)

.

<Light shielding cushion attached
correctly>

Light shiedling cushion
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Adjusting the Auto White Balance

.

Each light source has its own color temperature. Therefore, when the
main light source lighting the subject is changed, adjust the white
balance again.
1 Press the [MENU] button.
2 Select [WHITE BALANCE] with the [J/K] button and “AWC” with
the [H/I] button, then press the [SET] button.
3 Zoom in to fill the screen with white.
Place a white object at the center of the screen, under the same lighting
condition as the subject to be shot and zoom in to fill the screen with
white.
4 Press the [SET] button.
Auto white balance adjustment begins. During operation, “AWC
OPERATION” is displayed on the screen.
5 Adjustment is complete.
When the appropriate white balance is acquired, “AWC OK” is
displayed.
SET button
MENU button
F ADJ
1

WHITE BALANCE CONTROL
E AWC SET
160
R GAIN
B GAIN
160

WHITE BALANCE CONTROL
E AWC SET
160
R GAIN
160
B GAIN

MENU

SET

AWC OPERATION

J K H I button
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AWC OPERATION
(during operation)

AWC OK

AWC OK
(adjustment completed)

Adjustment
m Error display
If auto white balance adjustment is not successful, the following
messages will appear on the monitor.
AWC ERROR : NG : (Subject error)
Displayed when there is not enough white color on the subject or the
color temperature is not suitable.
Fill the screen with a white object thoroughly and adjust the white
balance again.
AWC ERROR : LOW LIGHT : (Insufficient Illumination)
Displayed when the light is low. Increase the illumination, then readjust
the white balance.
AWC ERROR : HIGH LIGHT : (Excessive Illumination)
Displayed when the light is too bright. Decrease the illumination, then
readjust the white balance.
AWC ERROR : TIME OVER : (Subject movement)
Displayed when the subject moves. Keep the subject still, then readjust
the white balance.
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.

The Flow of Menu Screen
BASIC MENU
WHITE BALANCE

A

(A page 45 - 46)
(A page 45)

ATW-N
ATW-W
AWC

WHITE BALANCE CONTROL

(A page 46)
SENSE UP
(A page 46)
CAMERA TITLE
(A page 46)
ADVANCED MENU
(A page 47 - 55)
ALC SETTINGS..
(A page 47 - 49)
AGC

BRIGHTNESS
BLC AREA
Av:Pk
B&W Av:Pk
ALC PRIORITY
SHUTTER SPEED
WIDE-D LEVEL
VIDEO SETTINGS..

(A page 49 - 50)

LCD TYPE
WB AREA
COLOR LEVEL *
BLACK LEVEL
AUTO BLACK
ENHANCE LEVEL
DNR LEVEL
VIDEO EFFECT..

(A page 50)

D. ZOOM

* Displayed as [COLOUR LEVEL] for the E model.
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(A page 45)

.

Menu Setting
A

(A page 51)

PRIVACY MASK..
BRIGHTNESS
MASK No. 1
MASK No. 2
MASK No. 3
MASK No. 4

(A page 51)

MAINTENANCE..

CCD SPOT CORRECTION..
FACTORY SETTINGS..

(A page 52)

DAY/NIGHT
D/N MODE
IR LED MODE
AUTO LEVEL
AUTO TIME

(A page 53)

MOTION DETECT

DETECT LEVEL
AREA EDIT..
TITLE SIZE
TITLE COLOR *
ALARM TIME
DEMONSTRATION..

(A page 54 - 55)

AUX FUNCTION
AUX FUNCTION

TITLE SIZE
TITLE COLOR *
ALARM TIME
IN POLARITY
OUT POLARITY

Displayed as [TITLE COLOUR] for the E model.
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Menu Setting Procedure
1 Press the [MENU] button.
2 Set the cursor (E) to a desired menu item with the [ J / K ]
button.
3 Change the setting with the [ H / I ] button.
When a setting has been changed, a change mark (Z) is displayed.
4 Press the [MENU] button to exit the setting.

.

Memo To display the sub-menu, set the cursor (E) to an item with
sub-menu and press the [SET] button.
F ADJ
1
MENU

MENU button
J K H I button

SET

SET button
Cursor
BASIC MENU
WHITE BALANCE
AGC
SENSE UP
CAMERA TITLE
ADVANCED MENU..

ATW-W
MID
OFF
---

Change mark
Sub-menu
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BASIC MENU
WHITE BALANCE
AGC
SENSE UP
CAMERA TITLE
ADVANCED MENU..

ATW-W
MID
OFF
---

Menu Setting

BASIC MENU
WHITE BALANCE Screen
This menu item allows to adjust camera white balance.
[Setting values : ATW-N, ATW-W, AWC] (Default value: ATW-W)
ATW-N : This is the ATW (Auto-Tracking White Balance) mode. The
camera adjusts the white balance automatically according to
the color temperature of the scene illumination (color
temperature 3200 K to 8000 K).
ATW-W: This mode supports a wider range of color temperature (color
temperature 2300 K to 10000 K) than ATW-N.
AWC : This is the AWC (preset white balance adjustment) mode.
Press the [SET] button to display the [WHITE BALANCE
CONTROL] screen.
WHITE BALANCE CONTROL Screen
AWC SET
Press the [SET] button to adjust and preset the white balance
automatically.
Memo When the [SET] button is pressed during black-and-white
operation, “AWC ERROR:LOW LIGHT” appears and white
balance cannot be preset.
R GAIN
Adjusts the R (red) hue during AWC. The larger the number, the more
reddish the color becomes.
[Setting values : 0 to 255] (Default value: 102)
B GAIN
Adjusts the B (blue) hue during AWC. The larger the number, the more
bluish the color becomes.
[Setting values : 0 to 255] (Default value: 128)
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BASIC MENU (Continued)
AGC
This item sets the AGC (Automatic Gain Control).
[Setting values : OFF, MID, HIGH] (Default value: MID)
Memo

v

v

When set to “HIGH”, the screen appears grainy in dark
places.
When [AGC] in the menu setting is set to “OFF”, the camera
won't be switched to black-and-white mode even if the [D/N
MODE] is set to “AUTO”, and IR LED won't turn on.

SENSE UP
Electronic Sense Up is a function that provides higher sensitivity level
by lengthening the exposure time. Use this item to set the number of
times to increase sensitivity when the subject becomes dark.
[Setting values : OFF, x2, x4, x8, x16, x32, x64, x128]
(Default value: OFF)
Setting example
When set to “x32”, the sensitivity increases automatically until 32 times
from the standard level. Motion may become unnatural when the
sensitivity increases as shutter speed will decrease.
Memo When the setting value is increased, the screen may appear
grainy, whitish, or white spots may appear; this is not a camera
malfunction.
This setting takes priority over [SHUTTER SPEED].

v

CAMERA TITLE
This item sets the title to be displayed on the bottom left of the screen.
[Setting values : --- (no title), CAM001 to CAM256]
(Default value: ---(no title))
Memo
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v

The name of the CAMERA TITLE cannot be modified.
Select it from the setting values.

Menu Setting

ADVANCED MENU
ALC SETTINGS Screen
BRIGHTNESS
Adjusts video signal brightness level. The larger the value, dark area
becomes more visible. The smaller the value, bright area becomes
more visible.
[Setting values : -5 to NORMAL to 5] (Default value: NORMAL)
BLC AREA
Press the [SET] button to display the fixed photometry area. Select one
of the following four types.
Photometry area

AREA 2

AREA 3

AREA 4

.

AREA 1

[Setting values : AREA1 to AREA4] (Default value: AREA1)
Memo When the BLC (backlight compensation) selector switch is set
to “OFF”, [BLC AREA] does not work even if it is set.
Av:Pk
Sets the exposure detection method for the color mode to the ratio of
the AVERAGE value and PEAK value. When the screen, other than the
highlighted section, becomes dark, increase the AVERAGE value (ex.
10:0). When the highlighted section becomes dark, increase the PEAK
value (ex. 5:5).
[Setting values : 10:0, 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, 6:4, 5:5] (Default value: 8:2)
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ADVANCED MENU (Continued)
B&W Av:Pk
Sets the exposure detection method for the black-and-white mode to
the ratio of the AVERAGE value and PEAK value. When the screen,
other than the highlighted section, becomes dark, increase the
AVERAGE value (ex. 10:0). When the highlighted section becomes
dark, increase the PEAK value (ex. 5:5).
[Setting values : 10:0, 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, 6:4, 5:5] (Default value: 8:2)
Memo When the D/N MODE is set to “AUTO”, setting the B&W Av:Pk
to the low value (ex. 5:5) may cause hunting. Setting should be
done upon checking the actual images.
ALC PRIORITY
Sets whether to prioritize motion or picture quality when the subject
becomes dark.
[Setting values : MOTION, COMBO, PICTURE] (Default value: MOTION)
MOTION : Prioritizes motion. AGC (Automatic Gain Control) operates
with priority.
COMBO : Adjusts motion and picture quality equally.
PICTURE : Prioritizes picture quality. SENSE UP (Electronic Sense
Up) operates with priority.
Memo When [AGC] or [SENSE UP] is set to “OFF”, “ALC PRIORITY”
does not work even if it is set.
SHUTTER SPEED
Sets the speed of the electronic shutter. The higher the shutter speed,
the smear phenomenon due to the characteristic of the CCD where
white, vertical stripes appear around a bright light source will be
emphasized.
[Setting values : 1/60 (U model), 1/50 (E model), 1/100 (U model), 1/120 (E
model), 1/250, 1/500, 1/1000, 1/2000, 1/4000, 1/10000]
(Default value: 1/60 (U model), 1/50 (E model))
Memo
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[SHUTTER SPEED] cannot be set in the following cases:
- when the [WIDE-D LEVEL] is set to “ON”
- when [SENSE UP] is set to “OFF”

Menu Setting
WIDE-D LEVEL
Enables subjects with a high contrast to be seen clearly and naturally.
The larger the value, the higher the contrast. The smaller the value, the
lower the contrast.
[Setting values : -5 to NORMAL to 5] (Default value: NORMAL)
Memo When the [WIDE-D] switch is set to “OFF”, [WIDE-D LEVEL]
does not work even if it is set.
VIDEO SETTINGS Screen
LCD TYPE
Enables settings to be made according to preference when using a LCD
(Liquid Crystal Display).
[Setting values : TYPE1, TYPE2] (Default value: TYPE1)
Memo When the MONITOR TYPE selector switch is set to “CRT”,
[LCD TYPE] does not work even if it is set.
WB AREA (WHITE BALANCE AREA)
Sets the white balance target area. When set to “ON”, the area
specified in [WB AREA EDIT] is set as target.
[Setting values : OFF (whole screen), ON (set area)] (Default value: OFF)
COLOR LEVEL (U model), COLOUR LEVEL (E model)
Adjusts video signal color level.
[Setting values : -5 (lighten the color) to NORMAL to 5 (darken the color)]
(Default value: NORMAL)
Memo When [AUX FUNCTION] is set to “OUT:B&W” or during B/W
mode, [COLOR LEVEL (COLOUR LEVEL)] does not work
even if it is set.
BLACK LEVEL
Adjusts the black level of the video signal under low illumination.
[Setting values : -5 (low level) to NORMAL to 5 (high level)]
(Default value: NORMAL)
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ADVANCED MENU (Continued)
AUTO BLACK
Adjusts the black level of the video signal.
[Setting values : OFF, ON] (Default value: ON)
ENHANCE LEVEL
Adjusts contour correction to enhance sharpness on the monitor
screen.
[Setting values : -5 (soft) to NORMAL to 5 (sharp)]
(Default value: NORMAL)
DNR LEVEL
Sets DNR (Digital Noise Reduction). When set to “HIGH”, noise is
effectively reduced but picture quality of the video deteriorates.
[Setting values : NORMAL, HIGH] (Default value: NORMAL)
Memo Set DNR (Digital Noise Reduction). Setting to “HIGH” will
improve the DNR effect but afterimage is likely to occur for
moving subjects.
VIDEO EFFECT Screen
D.ZOOM
Sets electronic zoom magnification ratio.
[Setting values : WIDE (x1), MID (x1.4), TELE (x2)]
(Default value: WIDE (x1))
Memo As the video is digitally processed when electronic zoom is
used, picture quality may deteriorate slightly.
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PRIVACY MASK Screen
This function allows you to set and mask the parts on the screen that
you do not wish to shoot so that they are not recorded.
For details, refer to "Setting the Privacy Mask" (A page 56).
BRIGHTNESS
Sets the brightness of the part of the image that was masked. The
smaller the value, the darker the image. The larger the value, the
brighter the image.
[Setting values : 0 to 10 to 15] (Default value: 10)
MASK No.1-4
[Setting values : OFF, ON] (Default value: OFF)
Memo Privacy mask can be individually set for each number. Up to
four masked areas can be set. Set to “ON” and press the
[SET] button to display the mask setting screen.
MAINTENANCE Screen
CCD SPOT CORRECTION
Compensates for white spots on the CCD. Press the [SET] button to
display the items for selection.
[Items for selection : CANCEL, EXECUTE]
CANCEL : Returns to the MAINTENANCE screen.
EXECUTE : Executes white spot compensation on the CCD.
Memo Attach the lens cap before executing white spot compensation
on the CCD. Also, turn on the power for 30 minutes to warm
up the camera before execution.
FACTORY SETTINGS
The values set on the menu screen are returned to the default settings.
Press the [SET] button to display the items for selection.
[Items for selection : CANCEL, CLEAR(W/O TITLE), CLEAR(ALL)]
: Returns to the MAINTENANCE screen.
CANCEL
CLEAR(W/O TITLE) : Returns setting values except for CAMERA
TITLE to the default.
: Returns all setting values to the default.
CLEAR(ALL)
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ADVANCED MENU (Continued)
DAY/NIGHT Screen
D/N MODE
Sets the displayed video when the DAY & NIGHT selector switch is set
to “AUTO”. When set to black-and-white mode, the IR cut filter is
switched off and the sensitivity is increased.
[Setting values : B&W (black-and-white), AUTO (black-and-white/color)]
(Default value: AUTO)
Memo

v

v

When the DAY & NIGHT selector switch is set to “OFF”, or
[AUX FUNCTION] is set to “IN : D/N”, [D/N MODE] cannot
be set.
When [AGC] in the menu setting is set to “OFF”, the camera
won't be switched to black-and-white mode even if the [D/N
MODE] is set to “AUTO”, and IR LED won't turn on.

IR LED MODE
Sets whether or not IR LED lights up in the black-and-white mode.
[Setting values : ON, OFF] (Default value: ON)
: IR LED lights up in the black and white images, and lights
ON
off in the color images.
: IR LED won't light up in both black and white and color
OFF
images.
AUTO LEVEL
Sets the brightness level where the camera will switch between color
and black-and-white.
[Setting values : DARK, NORMAL, BRIGHT] (Default value: NORMAL)
AUTO TIME
Sets the detection time of the brightness level. The camera switches
between color and black-and-white when the brightness level is
detected after the selected period of time.
[Setting values : 0s, 10s, 20s, 30s] (Default value: 30s)
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MOTION DETECT Screen
DETECT LEVEL
Sets the level to detect movements. The larger the value, the higher the
sensitivity. The smaller the value, the lower the sensitivity.
[Setting values : -5 to NORMAL to 5] (Default value: NORMAL)
Memo Even the flicker of a fluorescent lamp can be detected when a
high value is set.
After setting, make sure to check the operation of the Motion
Detect function using [DEMONSTRATION].
AREA EDIT
Sets the detection area of Motion Detect.
TITLE SIZE
Sets the size of the text displayed when Motion Detect is functioning.
When set to “DOUBLE”, the text displayed will be twice the size of the
text in the menu.
[Setting values : NORMAL, DOUBLE] (Default value: DOUBLE)
TITLE COLOR (U model), TITLE COLOUR (E model)
Sets the color of the title displayed when Motion Detect is functioning.
[Setting values : WHITE, GREEN, CYAN, YELLOW]
(Default value: WHITE)
ALARM TIME
Sets the output time of the alarm signal and the time to display alarm on
the screen.
[Setting values : OFF, 5s to 10s, 15s, 20s, 30s, 60s] (Default value: 5s)
DEMONSTRATION
Use this to check whether the Motion Detect function is set correctly.
Press the [SET] button to start the demonstration.
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ADVANCED MENU (Continued)
AUX FUNCTION Screen
AUX FUNCTION
Sets the input/output signal of the AUX terminal.
[Setting values : IN:ALARM, IN:D/N, OUT:ALARM, OUT:B&W]
(Default value: IN:ALARM)
IN:ALARM : Displays image on the monitor when alarm signal is input
from the AUX terminal.
: Switches image to the color/black-and-white mode when
IN:D/N
alarm signal is input from the AUX terminal.
OUT:ALARM : Outputs alarm signal to the AUX terminal when
movements are detected.
OUT:B&W : Outputs alarm signal to the AUX terminal when the
image switches to black-and-white.
Memo When “IN:ALARM” is selected, press the [SET] button to
display the sub-menu. You can set the [TITLE SIZE], [TITLE
COLOR], [TITLE COLOUR] and [ALARM TIME] items on the
sub-menu.
If D/N switch is OFF, “IN:D/N” can not be selected. If D/N
switch is changed to OFF during “IN:D/N” is displayed, “IN:D/
N” is changed to “OFF”.
m TITLE SIZE
Sets the size of the title displayed when alarm signal is input. When
set to “DOUBLE”, the text displayed will be twice the size of the text
in the menu.
[Setting values : NORMAL, DOUBLE] (Default value: DOUBLE)
m TITLE COLOR (U model), TITLE COLOUR (E model)
Sets the color of the title displayed when alarm signal is input.
[Setting values : WHITE, GREEN, CYAN, YELLOW]
(Default value: WHITE)
m ALARM TIME
Sets the time to display alarm on the screen when alarm signal is
input.
[Setting values : 5s to 10s, 15s, 20s, 30s, 60s] (Default value: 5s)
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IN POLARITY
Sets the polarity of the input alarm signal.
[Setting values : MAKE (short), BREAK (open)] (Default value: MAKE)
Memo When the [AUX FUNCTION] switch is set to “OUT:ALARM” or
“OUT:B&W”, [IN POLARITY] does not work even if it is set.
OUT POLARITY
Sets the polarity of the output alarm signal.
[Setting values : MAKE (short), BREAK (open)] (Default value: MAKE)
Memo When the [AUX FUNCTION] switch is set to “IN:ALARM” or
“IN:D/N”, [OUT POLARITY] does not work even if it is set.

Manual Adjustment of White Balance
White balance of this camera can be set to adjust automatically
according to the subject. When the automatic adjustment results in a
“reddish screen” for example, adjust the white balance manually.
1 Set the [WHITE BALANCE] item on the menu screen to “AWC”
and press the [SET] button.
2 Press the [J/K] button to select the hue ([R GAIN]/[B GAIN]).
3 Press the [H/I] button to change the hue setting.
The hue changes according to the selected value.
4 Press the [MENU] button to exit the manual adjustment of white
balance.
Memo The settings of [R GAIN] and [B GAIN] work during color
operation. To adjust the setting value, do so during color
operation.
BASIC MENU
WHITE BALANCE
AGC
SENSE UP
CAMERA TITLE
ADVANCED MENU..

WHITE BALANCE CONTROL
ATW-W
MID
OFF
---

160
160

[WHITE BALANCE CONTROL] Screen

.

[BASIC MENU] Screen

AWC SET
R GAIN
B GAIN
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Setting the Privacy Mask
1 Select the [ADVANCED MENU] item on the menu screen and
press the [SET] button.
2 Select the [PRIVACY MASK] item with the [J/K] button and
press the [SET] button.
The PRIVACY MASK screen appears on the monitor.
3 Select the mask number with the [J/K] button and set “ON”/
“OFF” with the [H/I] button, then press the [SET] button.
ON : Activates privacy mask.
OFF: Deactivates privacy mask.
4 Edit the left/upper margin of the mask with the [J/K/H/I] button.
5 Press the [SET] button.
The screen to edit the right/lower margin of the mask appears.
6 Edit the right/lower margin of the mask with the [J/K/H/I]
button.
Memo Press the [SET] button to switch between the screen to edit
the left/upper margin of the mask and the screen to edit the
right/lower margin of the mask.

.

7 Press the [MENU] button.
The mask boundary of the selected number is saved and the screen
returns to the PRIVACY MASK screen.
8 Repeat steps 3 to 7 to set all desired masks (MASK No.1 to
MASK No.4).
9 Press the [MENU] button to exit.
Returns to the ADVANCED MENU screen.
(MASK No1)
PRIVACY MASK
BRIGHTNESS
10
MASK No.1
OFF
MASK No.2
OFF
MASK No.3
OFF
MASK No.4
OFF

MASK EDIT No1

<MENU> RETURN
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<SET> D-R

(MASK No1)
MASK EDIT No1

<MENU> RETURN

<SET> U-L
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Settings in Dark Locations
The followings are examples of recommended settings for recording
scenes in various dark locations.
Setting the displayed images (black and white or color)
(Set in [D/N MODE])
Default setting is “AUTO”, to switch the displayed images (Color/black
and white) based on the brightness. Change the setting depending of
the recording locations.
Setting values
Recording Conditions
m

AUTO

Suitable for locations where the brightness
changes. Switches to the color images when
the surrounding is bright (IR LED light off), and
to the black and white images when the
surrounding is dark (IR LED light on).

B&W

Suitable for locations like warehouses, where it
is always dark (fixed at black and white images,
IR LED light on).

Memo

v

v

v

When the Function Selection Switches in DAY & NIGHT
selector switch is set to “OFF”, operation error occurs and
above setting values are displayed as “---” and setting is
disabled.
If [IR LED MODE] in the menu setting is set to “OFF”, IR
LED won't turn on.
When [AGC] in the menu setting is set to “OFF”, the camera
won't be switched to black-and-white mode even if the [D/N
MODE] is set to “AUTO”, and IR LED won't turn on.
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Settings in Dark Locations (Continued)
Changing the level of brightness to switch the images (Color/
black and white)
[AUTO LEVEL] in [DAY/NIGHT] is set to “NORMAL” in default. Change
the setting by comparing below values and the “NORMAL” setting, and
selecting the appropriate value.
Setting values
Contents
m

BRIGHT

Suitable when the images need to be switched
(Color/black and white) in brighter conditions as
compared to the “NORMAL” setting.

DARK

Suitable when the images need to be switched
(Color/black and white) in darker conditions as
compared to the “NORMAL” setting.

Switching the images (Color/black and white) from the external
device
When the [AUX FUNCTION] in the menu setting is set to “IN:D/N”,
switching in between color images (IR LED light off) and black and
white images (IR LED light on) by the signals input to the AUX terminal.
m

Memo
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v

IR LED won't turned on if the [IR LED MODE] in menu
setting is set to “OFF”.

Setting Examples
m Recording the distant subjects
Below settings are recommended when the subject in the distance
needs to be captured brightly.
Menu Setting
Recommended Setting Values

[SENSE UP]

x2

[AGC]

HIGH

[ALC PRIORITY]

PICTURE

Memo

v

Confirm that the black and white images (IR LED light on) is
selected if setting is in progress while viewing the images.
To set the black and white images (IR LED light on), set the
[IR LED MODE] to “ON”, and perform either of the following:
- Set “AUTO” in [D/N MODE], and darken the surrounding.
- Set “B&W” in [D/N MODE].

Adjusting brightness while IR LED is lit
(brightness adjustment in B&W Av:Pk)
Make necessary adjustments when the images are difficult to see due
to the screen being too white or too dark in the black-and-white mode.
Setting values
Intended improvements
m

Decrease the
setting to 6:4, etc

When it is difficult to see the nearby subject
since it looks too white (Need to improve
overexposure of the subject)

Increase the
setting to 10:0, etc.

When the background images are too dark to
collapse the overall images (Need to avoid the
overall images to look dark)

Memo

v

Confirm that the black and white images (IR LED light on) is
selected if setting up is in progress while viewing the
images. To set the black and white images (IR LED light on),
set the [IR LED MODE] to “ON”, and perform either of the
following:
- Set “AUTO” in [D/N MODE], and darken the surrounding.
- Set “B&W” in [D/N MODE].
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Specifications
Items

TK-C2301WPRU

TK-C2301WPRE

Image pickup
device

1/3" Interline Transfer CCD

Effective Pixels

768 (H) x 494 (V)

752 (H) x 582 (V)

Television
System

Based on NTSC System

Based on PAL System

Scanning
Frequency

Horizontal:
15734.26 Hz ± 0.003 %
Vertical:
59.94 Hz ± 0.003 %

Horizontal:
15625.00 Hz ± 0.003 %
Vertical:
50.00 Hz ± 0.003 %

Sync system

Internal sync (built-in SSG)

Video Signal

VBS 1.0 Vp-p (75K)

Video S/N ratio

52 dB (typical, AGC OFF)

Minimum
illumination

Color mode: 0.05 lx (typical, 50%, F1.2, AGC HIGH)
Black-and-white mode:
0.006 lx (typical. 50%, F1.2, AGC HIGH, IR LED
OFF)
0.000 lx (typical, 50%, F1.2, AGC HIGH, IR LED ON)

Power supply

AC 24 V, DC 12 V

Power
consumption

3.8 W
(when using heater
(KA-ZH215U): 21.5 W)
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320 mA
(when using heater
(KA-ZH215U): 1 A)

Others
Items

TK-C2301WPRU

TK-C2301WPRE

Ambient
temperature

-10 f to 50 f (14 g to 122 g) (Operation)
0 f to 40 f (32 g to 104 g) (Recommended)
When using KA-ZH215:
-30 f to 50 f (-22 g to 122 g) (Operation)
-20 f to 40 f (-4 g to 104 g) (Recommended)

Mass

approx. 1.3 kg

Dustproof /
Rainproof

IP 66

Option

HEATER UNIT/KA-ZH215U
(The heater can be connected only when using 24V
AC power source.)

Accessories

INSTRUCTIONS ......... 1
WARRANTY CARD .... 1
WRENCH .................... 1
SILICA GEL ................ 1
TEMPLATE ................. 1
SHEET ........................ 1

INSTRUCTIONS ......... 1
CD-ROM ..................... 1
WRENCH .................... 1
SILICA GEL ................ 1
TEMPLATE ................. 1
SHEET ........................ 1
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External dimensions [Unit: mm (inch)]
.

m

121 (4-3/4)

)

113 (4-1/2)

0
16

42 (1-5/8)

5 (1/4)

Φ

/4
-1
(6

9 (3/8)

Attach the fall
prevention wire here.

126 (5)

Screw for conduit (bottom surface,
side surface) (TK-C2301WPRU:
G3/4-14 UNC, TK-C2301WPRE: M25)

SR
4
(1- 3.7
3/4
)

Φ160 (6-1/4)

* Specifications and appearance of this camera are subject to change
for improvements without notice.
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TK-C2301WPRU
TK-C2301WPRE
FIXED IR DOME CAMERA
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